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*boating Fife 
SEA, SPEED AND STYLE 
Maxim 45 and Maxim 55 are the latest Express Cruisers to be launched by top Italian 
boat makers Cantieri di Sax-nico. Cancieri di Sarruco are known for the high quality 
and extreme reliability of their boats, and the Maxim model is a fast, refined. exciu-

sire boat for special customers. Maxim 45 is 14.50 metres in length with two double 
cabins and a speed of forty-five knots: Maxim 55, the admiral' of the fleet, is 17.00 
metres in length with three double cabins and a speed of over forty-two knots. 

__ ___ / • 	 *cuisine 
CHEESE FOR THE COGNOSCENTI 

- 	 i 
The exquisite formula that sets the Parmigiano- 

__________ 	Reggiano cheese apart from its rivals has remained 
- 	

. 	unaltered for more than seven hundred years. It enjoys 

the distinction of being recommended by gastronomic 
connoisseurs and dieticians alike, being on the one 

- 	 - 	
- 	 / 	hand of unparalleled flavour and on the other light and 

- 	 --. 	
easily digestible. This 'true aristocrat among cheeses' 

is deighdul in recipes, alone or accompanied by frUIL 
The characteristic Parmig'iano-Reggiano logo imprint- 

d onto the cheese sets it apart from mere imitations. - 	 - 	‚ 	-_- 	 - 	- 	
wing lt a true seal of quality. 

*travel 
FROM FINLAND WITH LOVE 

 Finnair, the flag carrier of Finland, is the sixth oldest airline in the world. Helsinki, the  
main hub of Finnair. is an ideal gateway for connections on many inter-continental  

fbghts arid to the emerging markets in Russia and the Baltic States. Finnair Group's 
scheduled dight network includes forty-five international destinations arid twerity-five 
destinations in F-inland. In addition Finnair runs charter dights; to most of the 

 

popular- 
* See Address Book on page 186 holiday destinations in Europe, and around the world. 	 . 
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for more details. 	 -___ 


